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Slavery, Freedom and Gender 2003
a collection of lectures delivered between 1987 and 1998 the book is divided into
two sections slavery and freedom which features critical research on slavery and
post emancipation society and gender

The Empire of Necessity 2014-01-14
from the acclaimed author of fordlandia the story of a remarkable slave rebellion
that illuminates america s struggle with slavery and freedom during the age of
revolution and beyond one morning in 1805 off a remote island in the south pacific
captain amasa delano a new england seal hunter climbed aboard a distressed
spanish ship carrying scores of west africans he thought were slaves they weren t
having earlier seized control of the vessel and slaughtered most of the crew they
were staging an elaborate ruse acting as if they were humble servants when delano
an idealistic anti slavery republican finally realized the deception he responded with
explosive violence drawing on research on four continents the empire of necessity
explores the multiple forces that culminated in this extraordinary event an event
that already inspired herman melville s masterpiece benito cereno now historian
greg grandin with the gripping storytelling that was praised in fordlandia uses the
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dramatic happenings of that day to map a new transnational history of slavery in
the americas capturing the clash of peoples economies and faiths that was the new
world in the early 1800s

The Origins of American Slavery 1998-03-04
in this important new analysis wood begins by exploring the meanings of freedom
and bondage in sixteenth century english thought and the ideas that men and
women of tudor england had about africans and native americans

Slavery, Freedom and Conflict 2020-03-11
a story of two birminghams examines the roles played by two cities and the areas in
which they are situated in the long history of people of african origin and their
ancestors who were taken into slavery experienced a phoney freedom and
subsequently experienced racism segregation and violence from the eighteenth
century the industrial city of birmingham in england was involved in the
manufacture of guns used in the african slave trade and then later in the production
and export of the steam engines used on the sugar plantations in the west indies in
northern alabama on land where another industrial city of the same name would
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later develop african slaves worked on cotton plantations owned by planters who
would later make their fortunes by selling the mineral rich land abolitionists in
birmingham uk and in the southern states fought against much opposition to
achieve freedom for the slaves but this was often a phoney freedom for example
under an apprenticeship system in jamaica people endured conditions often worse
than under slavery and in alabama they endured hard labour in the development of
the new industrial city and under the convict lease system slavery freedom and
conflict follows the life path of descendants of slaves into the twentieth century the
difficulties experienced by west indian immigrants in birmingham uk the
segregation laws imposed in birmingham alabama and the us civil rights movement
which followed later in the century riots occurring in handsworth birmingham uk the
election of a far right racist politician in nearby smethwick and the infamous speech
of enoch powell indicated that as in birmingham alabama many black people were
still suffering from the iniquities of the slave trade inflicted upon their ancestors
more than two hundred years previously this book is essential reading for all those
with an interest in the history of slavery and in the local history of the west
midlands of england and the northern counties of alabama
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Slavery, Freedom, and the Law in the Atlantic
World 2007-03-15
in the spanish portuguese french and english empires in the americas individuals
and groups turned to courts of law to define and implement various types of status
for indigenous americans forcibly imported africans and colonizing europeans and
their progeny peabody and grinberg introduce the voices of slaves slave holders
jurists legislators and others as they struggle to critique overturn justify or simply
describe the social order in which they are embedded

Slavery, Freedom, and Expansion in the Early
American West 2020-11-20
most treatments of slavery politics and expansion in the early american republic
focus narrowly on congressional debates and the inaction of elite founding fathers
such as thomas jefferson and james madison in slavery freedom and expansion in
the early american west john craig hammond looks beyond elite leadership and
examines how the demands of western settlers the potential of western disunion
and local popular politics determined the fate of slavery and freedom in the west
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between 1790 and 1820 by shifting focus away from high politics in philadelphia
and washington hammond demonstrates that local political contests and
geopolitical realities were more responsible for determining slavery s fate in the
west than were the clashing proslavery and antislavery proclivities of founding
fathers and politicians in the east when efforts to prohibit slavery revived in 1819
with the missouri controversy it was not because of a sudden awakening to the
problem on the part of northern republicans but because the threat of western
secession no longer seemed credible including detailed studies of popular political
contests in ohio indiana illinois mississippi louisiana and missouri that shed light on
the western and popular character of conflicts over slavery hammond also provides
a thorough analysis of the missouri controversy revealing how the problem of
slavery expansion shifted from a local and western problem to a sectional and
national dilemma that would ultimately lead to disunion and civil war

Slavery, Freedom, and the Law in the Atlantic
World + Black Americans in the Revolutionary Era
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+ Lincoln, Slavery, and the Civil War, 2nd Ed.
2011-10-14
gathers first hand accounts of slavery and the efforts of black americans to
transform the civil war into a war to end slavery

Free at Last 1992
freedom as marronage deepens our understanding of political freedom not only by
situating slavery as freedom s opposite condition but also by investigating the
experiential significance of the equally important liminal and transitional social
space between slavery and freedom roberts examines a specific form of flight from
slavery marronage that was fundamental to the experience of haitian slavery but is
integral to understanding the haitian revolution and has widespread application to
european new world and black diasporic societies he pays close attention to the
experience of the process by which people emerge from slavery to freedom
contending that freedom as marronage presents a useful conceptual device for
those interested in understanding both normative ideals of political freedom and the
origin of those ideals roberts investigates the dual anti colonial and anti slavery
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haitian revolution 1791 1804 and especially the ideas of german jewish thinker
hannah arendt irish political theorist philip pettit american fugitive turned ex slave
frederick douglass and the martinican philosopher edouard glissant in developing a
theory of freedom that offers a compelling interpretive lens to understand the
quandaries of slavery freedom and political language that still confront us today

Freedom as Marronage 2015-02-11
unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical
character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in
books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have
endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the
original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with
these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to
enjoy

Freedom and Slavery 2012-01
the institution of slavery has always depended on myriad ways of enforcing the
boundaries between slaveholders and the enslaved as historical geographer miles
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ogborn reveals in the freedom of speech no repressive tool has been as pervasive
as the policing of words themselves offering a compelling new lens on transatlantic
slavery this book gathers rich historical data from barbados jamaica the united
kingdom and north america to delve into the complex relationships between voice
slavery and empire from the most quotidian encounters to formal rules of what
counted as evidence in court the battleground of slavery lay in who could speak and
under what conditions but as ogborn shows through keen attention to the narratives
and silences in the archives if slavery as a legal status could be made by words it
could be unmade by them as well a masterful look at the duality of domination the
freedom of speech offers a rich interpretation of oral cultures that both supported
and constantly threatened to undermine the slave system

The Freedom of Speech 2019
jamaica s rich history has been the subject of many books articles and papers this
collection of eighteen original essays considers aspects of jamaican history not
covered in more general histories of the island and illluminates more recent
developments in jamaican and west indian history unique in its interdisciplinary
approach the collection emphasizes the relevance of history to everyday life and
the development of a national identity culture and economy the essays are
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organized in three sections historiography and sources society culture and heritage
and economy labour and politics with contributions from scholars in the
departments of history literatures in english and political sciences and from the
main library university of the west indies mona jamaica book jacket

Jamaica in Slavery and Freedom 2002
the extraordinary story of one couple s determination to free themselves and their
children from slavery and make a new life in canada prior to abolition in 1865 as
many as 40 000 men women and children made the perilous trip north from
enslavement in the united states to freedom in canada many were aided by
networks that came to be known as the underground railroad and the stories that
emerge from the past about these journeys are truly remarkable in a shadow on the
household bryan prince a descendant of slaves brings to life the heart wrenching
story of the weems family and their struggle to liberate themselves from slavery
john weems a man who purchased his own freedom paid the owner of his enslaved
wife and eight children an annual fee to keep them together at one plantation but
when that owner died the weemses were cruelly separated and scattered
throughout the south heartbroken and desperate john resolved to raise the money
to buy his family s freedom and reunite them mining newspapers private letters
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diaries estate records marriage registries and abolitionist papers for details of a
story cloaked in secrecy bryan prince has rescued the weems family and their plight
from historical oblivion an unforgettable story of love and persistence played out in
four countries the united states canada jamaica and the united kingdom against the
backdrop of the publication of uncle tom s cabin a growing abolitionist movement
and the heroic efforts of the underground railroad the weems family saga must be
read to be believed

A Shadow on the Household 2012-12-04
clarissa and her son george henry suffer the indignities of being bought sold resold
and abused although scarred emotionally and physically clarissa refuses to accept
enslavement as she struggles against time lessons from her grandmother fuel her
compulsion to be free takingthe long walk to freedom clarissa and george henry
follow the north star until rescued by the underground railroad henry

The Long Walk 2018-12-28
berdyaev outlines his personal philosophical journey and describes the influences
and experiences which brought him to his unique intellectual position in berdyaev s
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view the only way of escape from the many forms of slavery spiritual economic
political which shackle and improverish the human spirit lies in the fuller realization
of personality as he defines it nicolai aleksandrovich berdyaev turned to religious
views and played a large part in the renaissance of religious and philosophical
thoughr in russian intellectual life early in the century in 1922 he and a number of
other russian intellectuals were expelled from the soviet union his writings most
often deal with the problem of freedom and man s relationship to the world in the
light of this problem

Slavery and Freedom 1944
through its rich and fascinating collection of documents mexico slavery freedom
offers a much needed window into mexico s long history of slavery that will leave
readers wanting to learn and discover more sierra silva brilliantly guides his readers
through the maze of mexican archival resources through his careful content
curation readers will discover how corruption and discrimination led to persistent
enslavement of indigenous mesoamerican and transpacific peoples despite royal
orders to abolish the practice the rich detailed packed introductions to the book in
general and to each chapter are nonetheless succinct and to the point sierra silva s
editorial approach proves that information and interpretative points are better
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served in small portions the documents themselves are the main course sierra silva
also recognizes the importance of giving readers both english and spanish versions
of each document in the book these bilingual transcriptions make mexico slavery
freedom an equally valuable resource for course instruction in predominantly
english speaking environments bilingual classrooms and spanish centered courses
mariana dantas ohio university this is the first volume to provide in dual language
format selections from primary texts related to the experiences of enslaved africans
asians and their descendants in colonial mexico

The Law of Freedom and Bondage in the United
States 1858
winner of the 2020 marie hochmuth nichols award from the public address division
of the national communication association the african colonization movement
occupies a troubling rhetorical territory in the struggle for racial equality in the
united states for white colonizationists the movement seemed positioned as a
welcome compromise between slavery and abolition for free blacks colonization
offered the hope of freedom but not within america s borders bjørn f stillion
southard indicates how politics and identity were negotiated amid the intense public
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debate on race slavery and freedom in america operating from a position of power
white advocates argued that colonization was worthy of massive support from the
federal government stillion southard pores over the speeches of henry clay elias b
caldwell and abraham lincoln which engaged with colonization during its active
deliberation between clay s and caldwell s speeches at the founding of the
american colonization society acs in 1816 and lincoln s final public effort to
encourage colonization in 1862 stillion southard analyzes the little known speeches
and writings of free blacks who wrestled with colonization s conditional promises of
freedom he examines an array of discourses to probe the complex issues of identity
confronting free blacks who attempted to meaningfully engage in colonization
efforts from a peculiarly voiced counter memorial against the acs to the letters of
wealthy black merchant louis sheridan negotiating for his passage to liberia to the
civically minded orations of hilary teage in liberia stillion southard brings to light the
intricate rhetoric of blacks who addressed colonization to africa

Mexico, Slavery, Freedom 2024-03-20
three thoughtful contributions attempt to deepen and extend an emerging
discussion about the limits to african american freedom and autonomy slavery
abolition president abraham lincoln freed millions of slaves in the south in 1863
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rescuing them as history tells us from a brutal and inhuman existence and making
the promise of freedom and equal rights this is a moment to celebrate and honor to
be sure but what of the darker more troubling side of this story slavery s ghost
explores the dire debilitating sometimes crushing effects of slavery on race
relations in american history in three conceptually wide ranging and provocative
essays the authors assess the meaning of freedom for enslaved and free americans
in the decades before and after the civil war they ask important and challenging
questions how did slaves and freedpeople respond to the promise and reality of
emancipation how committed were white southerners to the principle of racial
subjugation and in what ways can we best interpret the actions of enslaved and free
americans during slavery and reconstruction collectively these essays offer fresh
approaches to questions of local political power the determinants of individual
choices and the discourse that shaped and defined the history of black freedom
written by three prominent historians of the period slavery s ghost forces readers to
think critically about the way we study the past the depth of racial prejudice and
how african americans won and lost their freedom in nineteenth century america
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Peculiar Rhetoric 2019-06-27
this is a reproduction of the original artefact generally these books are created from
careful scans of the original this allows us to preserve the book accurately and
present it in the way the author intended since the original versions are generally
quite old there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these
reproductions we re happy to make these classics available again for future
generations to enjoy

Slavery's Ghost 2011-11-01
the story of the longest and most complex legal challenge to slavery in american
history for over seventy years and five generations the enslaved families of prince
george s county maryland filed hundreds of suits for their freedom against a
powerful circle of slaveholders taking their cause all the way to the supreme court
between 1787 and 1861 these lawsuits challenged the legitimacy of slavery in
american law and put slavery on trial in the nation s capital piecing together
evidence once dismissed in court and buried in the archives william thomas tells an
intricate and intensely human story of the enslaved families the butlers queens
mahoneys and others their lawyers among them a young francis scott key and the
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slaveholders who fought to defend slavery beginning with the jesuit priests who
held some of the largest plantations in the nation and founded a college at
georgetown a question of freedom asks us to reckon with the moral problem of
slavery and its legacies in the present day

Freedom and Slavery in the United States of
America 2020-04-24
contrary to popular perception slavery persisted in the north well into the
nineteenth century this was especially the case in new jersey the last northern state
to pass an abolition statute in 1804 because of the nature of the law which freed
children born to enslaved mothers only after they had served their mother s master
for more than two decades slavery continued in new jersey through the civil war
passage of the thirteenth amendment in 1865 finally destroyed its last vestiges the
ragged road to abolition chronicles the experiences of slaves and free blacks as well
as abolitionists and slaveholders during slavery s slow northern death abolition in
new jersey during the american revolution was a contested battle in which constant
economic devastation and fears of freed blacks overrunning the state government
limited their ability to gain freedom new jersey s gradual abolition law kept at least
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a quarter of the state s black population in some degree of bondage until the 1830s
the sustained presence of slavery limited african american community formation
and forced jersey blacks to structure their households around multiple gradations of
freedom while allowing new jersey slaveholders to participate in the interstate slave
trade until the 1850s slavery s persistence dulled white understanding of the
meaning of black freedom and helped whites to associate black with slave enabling
the further marginalization of new jersey s growing free black population by
demonstrating how deeply slavery influenced the political economic and social life
of blacks and whites in new jersey this illuminating study shatters the perceived
easy dichotomies between north and south or free states and slave states at the
onset of the civil war

A Discourse on the True Nature of Freedom and
Slavery 1850
documents the black experience and their role in american history from their origin
in africa to slavery in the western hemisphere and chronicles their successful
struggle for freedom
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A Question of Freedom 2020-11-24
thoughtful suggestive and highly readable new york times book review in the
american revolution virginians were the most eloquent spokesmen for freedom and
quality george washington led the americans in battle against british oppression
thomas jefferson led them in declaring independence virginians drafted not only the
declaration but also the constitution and the bill of rights they were elected to the
presidency of the united states under that constitution for thirty two of the first
thirty six years of its existence they were all slaveholders in the new preface
edmund s morgan writes human relations among us still suffer from the former
enslavement of a large portion of our predecessors the freedom of the free the
growth of freedom experienced in the american revolution depended more than we
like to admit on the enslavement of more than 20 percent of us at that time how
republican freedom came to be supported at least in large part by its opposite
slavery is the subject of this book american slavery american freedom is a study of
the tragic contradiction at the core of america morgan finds the keys to this central
paradox the marriage of slavery and freedom in the people and the politics of the
state that was both the birthplace of the revolution and the largest slaveholding
state in the country
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The Ragged Road to Abolition 2014-09-15
lincoln s reelection in 1864 was a pivotal moment in the history of the united states
the emancipation proclamation had officially gone into effect on january 1 1863 and
the proposed thirteenth amendment had become a campaign issue lincoln and
freedom slavery emancipation and the thirteenth amendment captures these
historic times profiling the individuals events and enactments that led to slavery s
abolition fifteen leading lincoln scholars contribute to this collection covering
slavery from its roots in 1619 jamestown through the adoption of the constitution to
abraham lincoln s presidency this comprehensive volume edited by harold holzer
and sara vaughn gabbard presents abraham lincoln s response to the issue of
slavery as politician president writer orator and commander in chief topics include
the history of slavery in north america the supreme court s dred scott decision the
evolution of lincoln s view of presidential powers the influence of religion on lincoln
and the effects of the emancipation proclamation this collection effectively explores
slavery as a constitutional issue both from the viewpoint of the original intent of the
nation s founders as they failed to deal with slavery and as a study of the
constitutional authority of the commander in chief as lincoln interpreted it
addressed are the timing of lincoln s decision for emancipation and its effect on the
public the military and the slaves themselves other topics covered include the role
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of the u s colored troops the election campaign of 1864 and the legislative debate
over the thirteenth amendment the volume concludes with a heavily illustrated
essay on the role that iconography played in forming and informing public opinion
about emancipation and the amendments that officially granted freedom and civil
rights to african americans lincoln and freedom provides a comprehensive political
history of slavery in america and offers a rare look at how lincoln s views
statements and actions played a vital role in the story of emancipation

From Slavery to Freedom 2000
cooper shows how the reaction to slavery unveiled the characteristics of freedom
and established the foundation for the human rights movement the book
demonstrates how the legacy of slavery continues to shape individual identity as
well as the nature of state power to exercise discipline and control over its citizens

Freedom and slavery in the United States of
America 1970
four of the most important and enduring american slave narratives together in one
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volume until slavery was abolished in 1865 millions of men women and children
toiled under a system that stripped them of their freedom and their humanity much
has been written about this shameful era of american history but few books speak
with as much power as the narratives written by those who experienced slavery
firsthand the basis for the film of the same name twelve years a slave is solomon
northup s heartrending chronicle of injustice and brutality northup was born and
raised a freeman in new york state until he was kidnapped and sold into slavery in
the deep south before returning to his family and freedom he suffered smallpox the
overseer s lash and an attempted lynching perhaps the most famous of all slave
chronicles narrative of the life of frederick douglass immediately struck a chord with
readers when it was first released in 1855 after escaping to freedom douglass
became a well known orator and abolitionist drawing on his own experiences to
condemn the evils of slavery one of the few female slave narratives incidents in the
life of a slave girl was originally published under a pseudonym by harriet jacobs
after she escaped to freedom in north carolina where she became an abolitionist
jacobs described the particular suffering of female slaves including sexual
harassment and abuse published in 1850 the narrative of sojourner truth is truth s
landmark memoir of her life as a slave in upstate new york and her transformation
into a pioneer for racial equality and women s rights these narratives serve as a
timeless testament to the strength and bravery and as a voice to the millions of
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people enslaved in this dark period of american history this ebook has been
professionally proofread to ensure accuracy and readability on all devices

American Slavery, American Freedom 2003-10-17
combining modern scholarship with a wealth of documentary and archival evidence
this is an authoritative portrait of the lives of slaves and free persons of colour in
colonial brazil the author charts the working conditions domestic lives
preoccupations and aspirations of slaves and their fellow freed men in a work which
underlines the validity and importance of minority histories he argues that the
slaves and freedmen of colonial brazil maintained and preserved their own cultural
identity taking decisions independently of the white ruling class the result is not a
history of extremes black and white slave and master but instead an account of the
ambiguities surrounding issues of race freedom and the individual which provides
an insight not only in to the past and present of brazil but also into areas of racial
and social identity with an extensive preface outlining recent developments in the
field and a full and updated bibliography this edition of aims to provide information
for students and historians alike
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Lincoln and Freedom 2007-08-27
the freedom to remember examines contemporary literary revisions of slavery in
the united states by black women writers the narratives at the center of this book
include octavia e butler s kindred sherley anne williams s dessa rose toni morrison s
beloved j california cooper s family and lorene cary s the price of a child recent
studies have investigated these works only from the standpoint of victimization
angelyn mitchell changes the conceptualization of these narratives focusing on the
theme of freedom not slavery defining these works as liberatory narratives these
works create a space to problematize the slavery freedom dichotomy from which
contemporary black women writers have the safe vantage point to reveal aspects of
enslavement that their ancestors could not examine the nineteenth century female
emancipatory narrative by contrast was written to aid the cause of abolition by
revealing the unspeakable realitiesof slavery mitchell shows how the liberatory
narrative functions to emancipate its readers from the legacies of slavery in
american society by facilitating a deeper discussion of the issues and by making
them new through illumination and interrogation
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The Shadow that Lingers 2023
studies lawsuits to gain freedom for slaves on the grounds of their having traveled
to free territory starting with somerset v stewart england 1772 commonwealth v
aves massachussetts 1836 dred scott v sanford and cases brought questioning the
legitimacy of negro seamen acts in the antebellum coastal south these lawsuits and
accounts of them are compared to fugitive slave narratives to shed light on both the
differing impact of freedom obtained from such suits for men and women women
could claim that their children were free once they were judged free is examined

Some Views of Freedom and Slavery in the Light
of the New Jerusalem 1851
slavery destroyed lives and fostered a strong racism which still haunts american
history only through the efforts of the antislavery advocates slave resisters and
runaways did americans finally end the practice in the united states and this did not
occur until after slavery divided the country leading to the american civil war book
jacket
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Voices of Freedom 2017-10-03
there are many controversies and chronic misconceptions surrounding the idea of
emancipation in the nineteenth century united states much recent scholarship has
sought to address these misconceptions reidy further enriches and complicates our
understanding of emancipation in the context of the civil war drawing us back to
testimonies of participants and contemporary witnesses of the era and synthesizing
the perspectives of subsequent observers reidy reveals emancipation as a long
messy process with contingencies that clustered around the categories of time
place and person reidy s thematic approach allows him to shed new light on the
wide ranging and diverse expressions and experiences of freedom as it came
suddenly slowly or not at all

Slavery and Freedom in Colonial Brazil
2002-02-08
in conceiving freedom camillia cowling shows how gender shaped urban routes to
freedom for the enslaved during the process of gradual emancipation in cuba and
brazil which occurred only after the rest of latin america had abolished slavery and
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even after the american civil war focusing on late nineteenth century havana and
rio de janeiro cowling argues that enslaved women played a dominant role in
carving out freedom for themselves and their children through the courts cowling
examines how women typically illiterate but with access to scribes instigated
myriad successful petitions for emancipation often using free womb laws that
declared that the children of enslaved women were legally free she reveals how
enslaved women s struggles connected to abolitionist movements in each city and
the broader atlantic world mobilizing new notions about enslaved and free
womanhood she shows how women conceived freedom and then taught the free
womb generation to understand and shape the meaning of that freedom even after
emancipation freed women would continue to use these claims making tools as they
struggled to establish new spaces for themselves and their families in post
emancipation society

The Freedom to Remember 2002
shows that the law of freedom not slavery determined the way that race developed
over time in three slave societies
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Neither Fugitive Nor Free 2009-07
the continual redrawing of the boundaries between the united states texas and
mexico in the nineteenth century prompted slaves to view the border as a symbol
of liberation when the border was first fixed by treaty in 1819 enslaved texans
attached no particular significance to it because slavery was legal in both the united
states and spanish texas slaves only began to associate the mexican state with
freedom in the 1820s when national and state governments adopted a series of
antislavery measures however because texas was still part of mexico the border
played no role in slave resistance with the establishment of an independent texas in
the 1830s and with annexation to the united states in 1845 slavery was placed on a
firm footing in texas for the first time the border soon became the focal point of
slave flight and resistance even with the end of slavery black texans continued to
associate mexico with freedom and equality

The Rise and Fall of American Slavery 2004
a collection of essays which spans the fields of caribbean and atlantic world slavery
history and historiography human and physical geography archaeology and cultural
studies leading scholars of slavery and post slavery societies bring their research
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into a global cross cultural focus this pan caribbean multi theme volume should be
of interest to students on courses in caribbean and atlantic world history the essays
examine economic activity labour history domestic slavery labour resistance and
rebellion from the 17th to the 20th century and include essays on emancipation and
wider diasporic issues

Illusions of Emancipation 2020-08

Conceiving Freedom 2013-11-28

Becoming Free, Becoming Black 2020-01-16

Across the Rio to Freedom 1974
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FREEDOM & SLAVERY 2016-08-26

Working Slavery, Pricing Freedom 2002
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